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Double Taxation and Corporate
Capital Cost *

Villy Bergström and Jan Södersten

l. INTRODUCTION

The corporate income tax has recent1y received

much attention. Its efficiency costs and incidence

have been analyzed. Prominent studies in this

field include Harberger I s pathbreaking artic1e of

1962, creating a framework for a general equi1ib

rium analysis of capi tal income taxation. The em

pirica1 analysis of the corporate income tax fo1

lowing upon Harberger (1962) has deal t wi th the

si~e and character of the tax differential between

capital income from the corporate and non-corpo

rate sectors. Rosenberg (1969), for instance,

makes empirical estimates of the tax differential

in the U. S. economy, while other economists, in

cluding Bailey (1969) and Holland (1958), have

developed formal measures for the tax differential

against corporate earnings.

Bailey' s analysis includes taxes paid directly by

the shareholders, i.e. personal income tax on divi

dends and capital gains, as weIl as the corporate

incorne tax. He holds that the total effective

marginal tax rate on corporate earnings is the sum

of the corporate tax rate, stockholders I marginal

tax rate on dividends multiplied by the fraction

* This paper which first appeared as an IUI Work
ing Paper in 1976 was presented at the ~conometric

Society Heeting in vienna Sept. 1977. '"
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of profits paid as dividends and the tax rate on

capital gains (on an accrua1s hasis) multiplied by

the fraction of profits p10ughed back into the

firm.

Behind Bai1ey's method lies the simple assumption,

that retained profits give rise to capital gains

on a one-for-one basis. By this assumption, the

tax burden on retained earnings is identified with

the tax on capital gains.

Basically the same assumption--one dollar of capi

tal gain for one dollar of ploughed back profit-

has been used by several other economists, includ

ing Holland (1958), Slitor (1966), HcLure (1975)

and Break & Pechman (1975) in their attempts to

determine the total tax burden on corporate earn

ings.

The assumption that the retention of corporate

profi ts produces an equivalent rise of the market

value of the firm's shares is not, however, a

tenable starting point for an economic analysis of

the tax differential between the corporate and the

non-corporate sectors. In view of the preferential

tax treatment given to capital gains (as demonstra

ted by i.e. Bailey) it is, in fact, quite rationai

for a management, atternpting to maximize the va1ue

of the firm in the portfolios of the stockholders,

to undertake investments that produce less than a

dollar' s worth of capi tal gains for the marginal

dollar of corporate retention.

In this paper, we will introduce an explicit theo

retical model of firm behavior. Specifica11y, we

will derive the east of capital to a firm maximiz-
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ing stockholders • weal th taking into account (i)

the corporation income tax recognizing the ex

istence of accelerated depreciation for tax pur

poses, (ii) personal income tax on dividends

and (iii) capital gains tax.

In section 2 we establish the assertions stated

above about the one-to-one relation between corpo

rate retention and capital gains. Section 3 deriv

es the net cost of capital demonstrating i. e. the

different costs to the firm of using retained

earnings and new issues as sources of finance. The

total effective marginal tax rates on capital

income from the corporate and non-corporate sec

tors of the economy may then be determined in

section 4 with explicit reference to the firms'

costs of capital. We then go further by construct

ing numerical examples of the tax buröen on corpo

rate capital income as compared to non-corporate.

In the last section, finally, the analysis is

extended to appreciate the effects of recent schem

es to mitigate double taxation of corporate source

income on capital cost and tax differentials.

2. SHAREHOLDER.TAXATION AND STOCK VALUATION1

Define a rate of return', k i I demanded by a stock

holder on his financial investments in common

l In this article we disregard risk and uncertain
ty despite the fact that we deal with expectations
of long run future developments.

It should be rnentioned that personal taxes and
corporate taxes have been introduced into models
of stock values before, for instance by Stapleton
(1972) and King (1974), mainly to study the ef-
fects of financial policies' on the firrn' s stock
value or derive criteria for te firm's optimal
financial policy.
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stocks, net of all taxes. This rate of return can

be seen as partially determined by what can be

earned on, say, savings accounts or on government

bonds after tax. Call such a basic rate of return,

P, exogenously given to the national economy by

opportunities on capital markets in the world eco

nomy.

The rate of return dernanded by the stockholder

would then --disregarding risk-- be k i = P(1--t i)'

where -t I is the marginal income tax rate of the
1

i:th stockholder. The value of a share in a compa-

ny to the stockholder is then defined as the capi

tal value of his cash flow from one common stock.

v 1(8)
1.

dV( t) -k i (t-s)
f rU(t)(l--tI) - Y1"-t i ~1 e dt.

t=s 1.

( 1 )

Here U(t) is the expected dividend per share and

dV(t)/dt the expected capital gain (or loss) at

time t. Further y I is a parameter that takes care
1.

of the fact that only a fraction of 'capita1 gains

is taxed as personal income and also that accrued

capital gains are taxed only at the time of rea1i

zation. The deferred capital gains tax, imposed at

the time of realization, can always be transformed

to a tax on the accrueq gain if the holding period

of the stock is known. Therefore YI~I is the
1 1

annual effective rate (a "shadow rate") of capital

gains taxatian implied by the nominal rate of

deferred capital gains taxation and the holöing

. period. l

l ef. Bailey (1969), p. 15 ff.
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The value of a share to the stockholder is then,

according to (l), the capital value of the payment

stream net of taxes generated by the. share, when

discounting is undertaken by k. ( 't . ). Now, to con-
1 1

tinue we will assume that we are dealing with the

"representative stockholder" whose valuation of

the share, V. (s) coincides wi th the market value,
1

V(s). We therefore skip the index referring to

individuals below and also let V( s) stand for the

value of all shares, i.e. the value of the firm.

It can easily be shown from (l) that ploughing

back profits does not require a one-for-one

dollaris worth of capital gains. To show this take

the derivative of ( l ) with respect to the lower

limit of integration, s, to get:

dV(s)
kV(s) - [U(s)(l-'t) - Y't ~J

which can be rearranged to:

k
U(s)(l-~) +~ (l-y~)

V( s) (2 )

Now (2) can be seen as nescribing market equilib

riurn: The sum of dividends and capital gains net

of taxes must be a fraction of the" value of the

firm equivalent to the sto~kholders' required rate

of return, k. For kV(s) to stay constant, the

following equation must hold:

dV(s)
d[U(s)(l-'t)] + d[~-- (l-y't)] O
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imp1ying the marginal rate of substitution of di

vidends for capital gains as:

a[u(s)]
l-'{;

- l-y'{;·

Thus it would be worthwhi1e to reallocate profits

from distribution to retention as long as the

absolute amount of the marginal rate of substitu

tion is larger than the ratio of the after tax

part of a dollar of dividend income to the after

tax part of a dollar of capital gain.

Because y<l, reflecting the preferential tax treat

ment of capital gains, this marginal rate of sub

stitution is smaller than one:

Shareholders would be prepareö to give up more

than a dollar of dividends for retention to obtain

a dollar of capital qain. For the analysis of

"marginal total" tax rates on corporate profits,

therefore, it is not justified--as done by Bailey

et al.--to presuppose equivalence of the amount

of retention and capital gains. 1

l Bailey's empirical analysis (1969) of capital
gains compared with retention in Table 1, p. lR
and Appendix A does not--in our opinion--give an
unambiguous support of his assumption, and that
also goes for other studies (surveyed by Break,
1969) of the same problem. Furthermore, our propo
sition is not "tested" by Railey' s data because we
only discuss a marginal condition, whereas Bai
ley' s data on capital gains and retention concern
totalities. Even if our marginal conditian is ful
filled, capital gains on intramarginal retentions
can drive the ratio of total capital qains to
total retention to a figure equal to or greater
than one. Nevertheless, it is wrong to assurne this
ratio to be equal to one for the analysis of
effective marginal tax rates.
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Now 1et us introduce issues of new common stocks

into the model. The cash flow to stockho1ders in

(l) is thereby a1tered so that the value of the

firm now is:

f { rdV(t) l k(t s)V(s) U(t)(l-~) -y~ ~ -N(t) - N(t)}e- - dt
t=s

( 3 )

In (3) N(t) is the proceeds of new stock issues.

The above model expresses how the firm is valued

--in principle-- by rationa1 investors on the

market. As seen from (3) marginal personal income

taxes on current income and the marginal tax rate

on capital gains are very rnuch involved in the

pricing of stocks.

To simplify (3) take the oerivative with respect

to the lower limit of integration, s. By integrat

ing and rearranging terms, the stOCK value, V(s),

can be written as 1

V(s) j [l-'t U(t)
t=s l-y~

N( t) Je (4)

l Taking tl1e derivative of V(s) with respect to s
gives

dV(s) = kV(s) - (Integrand of (3»).
ds

After rearranging we get

dV(s) k rl-~ l
~ = r=y~ V(s) - l-y~ U(s) - N(s) ·

From the solution of this differential equation we

get expression (4).
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In the simplified valuation formula (4) the capi

tal gains taxation is technically taken care of by

an adjustment of the dividend stream ann the rate

by which it is discounted.

3. CORPORATE CAPITAL eOST

Our purpose now is to go one step further and ask,

given the above principle of valuationi what is

the cost of capi tal to the firm, when not only

personal income taxes are considered but also

profit taxes. We proceed by defining U(t) and N(t)

in (4).

To simplify we will abstract from aebt financing.

Hereby I we focus on that part of business capital

--equity capital--of which yielns are treaten dif

ferently in the corporate and non-corporate sec

tars of the economy. Including debt finance would

not change the character of our results. 1 Further

more, we assume that the firm finances a constant

fraction, ni of its net investments hy new issues

of common stocks. 2

l Assuming ~eht finance woul~ be
such away that the proportions
and retained earnings in equity
changed.

2 In this paper, we do not attempt to explain why
such a financial pattern is actually chosen.
Rather, we pose the question , given the firm's
financial behavior, what is capital cost?

To actually explain the firm I s choice between re
tained earnings, new issues and deht, a more elabo
rate model wouln be requireo. Such a model would
have to t al<.e into account e. g. the existence of
positive dividends from firms having unexploiteo
profitable investment opportunities and the often
noted coexistence of ~ividends and issues of new
stocks.
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Let PK be the price of capital goods, K(t) the

firm's capital stock and I(t) its gross invest

ment. Net investment is then, if a is a constant

fraction to take account of capacity depreciation:

The amount of new issues, N{t), is then

N(t) = nPK{t) [I(t) - aK{t)].

By these assumptions the volume of investment will

be bounded at certain points in time by the fact

that dividends in our formulation cannot be nega

tive. To see the imp1ication of this define divi

dends in the fo11owing way:

u{t) P{t)F[K{t), L(t)] - W{t)L(t) - PK(t)I{t) +

+ nPK{t)[I{t) - aK{t)] - Taxes,

where p{t) is the output price, W{t) the wage rate

and L{t) input of labor.

The bound on (net) investment can be expressed as:

( l-n) PK( t ) [ I ( t ) - aK ( t ) 1(p ( t ) F [ K( t ), L ( t ) 1 -

- W{t)L(t) - aPK(t)K{t) - Taxes, (5)

i.e. that po.rtion of the firm's net investments

not financed by new issues, must not exceed the

firm's profits, net of depreciation ana taxes.
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To cornpute the amount of taxes paid we have to

introduce the book value, C(t), and depreciation

for tax purposes, b, a constant fraction of the

book value, C(t). The amount of profit taxes is

then:

T{P(t)F[K(t), L(t)] - W(t)L(t) - bC(t)},

where T is the rate of corporate profit tax.

Substi tuting the above expressions for divioenos,

new issues, and taxes into (4) and dropping time

indices will give the market value of the firm as

v( s) J [i=~~ {{l-T)[PF{K,L) - WL] - PKI
t=s

(6)

Assume now that the firm tries to maximize its

value in stockholders I portfolios . Given this as

sumption, there is a lowest rate of return before

taxes the firm can accept from a real investment

in order not to lower the value of the stOCKS.

This minimum rate of return we shall call the cost

of capital. We look, then, for a necessary condi

tion for real investments to be positive.

It should be pointed out again that the assuJTlp

tians of financial behavior useo in our monel mean

that the investment plan will be bounded from

above as seen from (5). We do not take this bounn

into account but treat the problem as if there
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were no bounds meaning that we study on1y free

intervals, where bounds are ineffective. 1

We will simply assume that a solution exists, with

a rleterminate firm size ana a limited firm value

(which would require the proauction function to

exhibit diminishing returns to scale). Also, ini

tial and transversali ty conditions can be disre

garded.

Our simplified problem can now be hanolen by the

calculus of variation method of maximizing Q in

Q

I f(K, ~, c, ~, I, L, t)dt.
s

- _k_(t-s)
where M(t)e 1-y~ is the integrand of (6)--

the whole expression under the sign

tion--and where the time derivatives

by putting a aot above the variables.

of integra

are written

To compute capital cost we only need the fo1lowinq

Euler necessary condi tions for a maximum of (6),

where we have set ~ =~ =0, to ~implify from the
l 2

outset 2

l Controi problems wi th bounded investment
have been sturlied by Appelbaum and Barris
and before them by Arrow (1968).

plans
(1978)

2 The economic meaning of these assumptions is
that all prices, including the wage rate, ana tax
rules (~, y, T and b) are expected to be constant.
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of d of
oK - dt oK

of d of
oC - dt oC

k
1 ~ k - 1-y't (t-s)

[~ Tb-~ b ~ ]l-y't 2 - 1-y't 2 e o.

Now, solve the second and third Euler equation

above for Al and A
2

respective1y and substitpte

inta the first. By rearranging terms we get then,

on the left hand sine, PFK/P
K

, the gross rate of

return before taxes on real investment on the

optimal path. This is the minimum gross rate of

return that the firm can afford to earn on new

investment while leaving shareholöers no worse

off, i.e. the gross east of capital.

By subtracting from the gross cost of capi tal the

rate of capacity depreciation, a, which by our

assumption of "exponential decay" , coincides with

the rate of economic depreciation, we get the net

east of capital, r*:

r* kn + --~--
(l-T)(l-y't)

[l-n- T(b-a)

_k__ + b
l-y't

( 7)

For the interpretation of (7), let us first assurne

that b=a, i.e. the rate of tax depreciation equals

the rate of capacity rlepreciation. Since n is the

portion of the firm I s investments financeö by new
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issues, (l-n) is the portion finaneed by retainen

earnings, making the east of eapi tal a weighted

average of the east of new issues and the east of

retention. Thus, k/(l-T)(l-~) can be identified as

the east of new issues, and k/(l-T)(l-y~) as the

east of retaineo earnings. Evidently, retained

profits make up a less expensive souree of equity

capital than new issues, provided that y < 1, i.e.

capital gains are less heavily taxed than divi

dends in the hands of the shareholaers.

If instead b > a, i.e. the firm is allowed to I

defer taxes through aeeelerated depreeiation, the

east of retained earnings is weighted by

l - n _ T(b-a)

~- + b
l-y't

This weight, in turn, is the portion of the firrn's

investment finaneed by ploughed hack t1truetl prof

its net of tax. Thus, b > a implies that a third

part of capital growth, T(b-a)/[k/(I-y~) + bJ, is

finaneed by deferred taxes, adding the weights up

to one. However, this last east of finanee is zero

and eonsequently does not show up in (7).

4. TAX AND CAPITAL caST DIFFERENTIA.LS

Having definec1 the net east of eapital r* to a

firm maximizing stockholders' wealth, the marginal

effeetive tax rate on eorporate profits may be

derived in a straightforward way.

By definition, r* is the rate of return before tax

on an investment yielding the required rate of
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return k --that is p(l-~)-- net of all taxes on

stockholners' financial investment. The relation

between r* and k, being netermined by the tax

system and the firm' s financial policy, actually

implies the existence of an effective marginal tax

rate T* on corporate profits, such that
c

r*(l-T*) k.
c

Using the expression for r* given by (7), this

means that

T*c l -
n(l-y~)

(l-T)(I-~)(l-Y.~~~)~ __

+ [·1 - n _ T~b-al__ ](l_~)
--- + h
l-y~

(8)

To clarify the meaning of (8) , let us consider two

special cases. Ruling out the possibility of de-

ferring taxes through accelerated depreciation

(i.e. setting b=a) , we will first assume that the

firm finances its investmentR entirely through new

issues (i.e. n=l). T* then becomes
c

T*(n=l,b=a)
c

T + 't (l-T) , (9 )

which means that the effective marginal tax rate

would coincide wi th the total Marginal tax rate-

corporate and personal--on distributerl profits.

Assuming instead that investments are financed ex

clusively by the retention of "true" profits (i.e.

n=O, b=a), wouln cause (8) to collapse into

T*(n=O,b=a)
c

T + Y't (l-T) , (10)

which in turn may be intuitively seen as the margi

nal tax rate on retained profits, determined by
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the corporate tax rate T and the tax rate on

accrued capital gains, y~.

Next, looking at the non-corporate sector, we

assume that profits are ful1y taxed with the

owners of equityas personal income, i •e. at tax

rate 't. Ru1ing out, by this assumption, plough

back and tax oeferral as sources of finance, net

capital cost for the non-corporate sector, becomes

k
l-'t

i. e. the capital cost is simply the net rate of

return demanded by the owner of equity, expanded

to allow for the individual income tax. By defini

tion then, r~c coincides with p, the rate of

return exogenously given to the economy, as as

sumen at the outset.

Some numerical comparisons between marginal tax

rates, T~ and 't --determininq the tax differen

tial-- and between the capital costs, r~ and r~c

--inoicating a capital cost differentia1-- are pre

sented in Table 1. Ca1culations are carried out on

the assumption that P equals 10% ann include sever

al alternatives regarding inrlividual income tax

rates. It shoulo be pointed out that this table

(as weIl as Tables 2A and 2B on p.186) must he

interpreted with care. Two interpretations are al

lowed, namely (i) that the househo1d tax system is

progressive and all shareholders are taxen. at ene

of the rnarg1na1 tax rates indicated in column ene

and (ii) that the household tax system is propor

tional. In this latter case column one indicates

alternative tax rates of the proportional system.
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The taxation of capital gains poses a special

problem, since y, expressing that fraction of each

dollar of capital gain that must be neclared as

taxable income, is a rather complex entity, nepend

ing e. g. on holding periods. To approximate the

effective tax burden on capital gains, prevailing

e.g. in the U.S., we have chosen y=0.15 throughout

Table 1. 1 The assumptions regarding n, T and b

appear below.

Table l. Marginal tax rates and net costs of capital

in corporate and non-corporate sectors

Percent

Marginal
individual
tax rate
( 't )

Effective
tax rate on
corporate
profits
(T*)

c

Tax
differ
ential
(T*)

c

Net cost of capital
Corporate Non-
sector corporate

sector
(r*) (r* )

c nc

o 50 50 20 la

30 53.9 23.9 15.2 lO

50 57.4 7.4 11.7 10

60 59.6 -0.4 9.9 10

70 62.6 -7.4 8.0 10

80 67.2 -12.8 6.1 lO

Special assumptions: n=lO%, T=50%, b=a, p=10%, y=15%.

The calculations presented in Table 1 indicate a

differential tax hurden on corporate source income

varying from +50% to some -13% and a capital cost

differential ranging from +10.0 to -3.9 percentage

points, depenrling on the income leve Is of "the

representative stockholders ". These resul ts large

ly aqree with those presenten by Bailey and

others. 2

l ef. Bai1ey (lq69) p.29, and Break and Pechman
(1975) p.92.

2 See Bailey (1969).
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Our analysis is different from previous studies I

therefore, mainly by being based on an explicit

model of neoclassical firm behavior rather than on

an untenable assumption regarding the consequences

of corporate retention. Furthermore , our approach

makes it possible to appreciate the effects on

capital cost ann tax differentials of various sche

mes of fiscal policy, such as accelerated deprecia

tion and the investment tax credit. By distinguish

ing between the rate of tax depreciation, b, and

the rate of capacity depreciation , a, we have in

fact hinted at how such measures may be handled.

5. EFFICIENCY ASPECTS

The analysis carried out above of the effective,

marginal tax rate on corporate profits and of the

net capital costs in the corporate and non-corpora

te sectors is of obvious importance to much discus

sed questions about the efficiency of the invest

ment process in the economy. Two aspects of effi

ciency are involved here.

First there is the allocation problem between the

corporate and non-corporate sectors , at stake in

the writings of Harberger and others. Table l

illustrates marginal tax rates and the net costs

of capital relevant to this question, making it

clear that present tax regirnes provide quite vary

ing sets of inducements for reallocating capital

between the sectors. Thus, the differential tax

burden on corporate profits turns out to be a

somewhat ambiguous concept , varying not only in

size but also in sign between different income

levels of the t1representati~e_shareholder".
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Second, there is the question of the relative

costs to the firm of using retained earnings, debt

or new issues as sources of finance. Baumol et al.

(1970) in their empirical study of earnings reten

tion and growth of firm found the rate of return

on new equity capital to be very rnueh higher than

the rate of return on either ploughback or new

debt. These authors ran their explanation to these

findings in terms of the transaction costs involv

ed with different sources of finance. Our anal

ysis, however, suggests that the firm I s apparent

preference for financing investments out of retain

ed earnings may also be explained in terms of the

tax differential between capital gains and divi

dend income.

Referring to p.l74

cost of new issues

be written 1

above, the ratio between the

and the eost of retention may

r*(n=l)
r*(n=O)

l-y"t
l-"t •

To appreciate the size of this tax effect, let the

marginal individual income tax rate be 70% (~=O.7)

and the effective tax hurden on capital qains be

15% of the individual tax rate (y=0.15). Then

r*(n=1)/r*(n=0)=2.98. Given a 15% cost of new

equity capital, it wouln thus be quite rationai

for the firm to accept a rate of return on the

marginal dollar of retention of as little as 5.0%.

In fact, the nifferences in rates of return found

by Baumol et al. are not far outsioe the range of

this example.

l This ratio is equivalent to the marginal rate of
substitution of dividends for capital gains, defi
ned on p.168.
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6. MITIGATING DOUBLE TAXATION 1

The efficiency aspects touched upon here are the

motivating forces behind the recent discussions in

Europe and U.S. about integrating the personal and

corporate income taxes. Several proposals have

been put forth that tend to reduce the tax differ

entials between capital gains and dividend income

and between corporate source income and non-corpo

rate income. This is accomplished by partially

eliminating the "double taxation" of corporate di

vidends, which characterizes the tax regimes ana

lyzed above.

Two different methons have been oiscussed in this

context. One, referred to as the imputation credit

system, places a reduction in the total tax burden

on distributed profits at the shareholder level,

while the other, called the split rate system,

implies the use of a lower corporate tax rate for

distributed earnings. The effects of these methods

on capital cost and tax differentials between the

corporate and non-corporate sectors of the economy

will be studied below. Furthermore, in this sec

tion, we will demonstrate the workings of the

special scherne used in Sweden to reduce the cost

of new equity capital.

The split rate system, used e.g. in Japan and West

Germany, can be described as follows. Let Td and

Tr be the corporate tax rates on öistributed and

retained profits, respectively, and n(t) be the

firrnls total taxable incorne. Assurne as before that

the firrn distributes U(t) to the shareholders.

Since u(t) is defined net of c~rporation tax, then

l This section is based on Södersten (1977).
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U(t)/(l-T
d

) represents the firm's distributed prof

its before tax and IT(t)-U(t)/(l-Td ) retained prof

its, also before tax. The corporation tax liabil

ity, due at time t, may then be expressed as

s(t) Trrr(t)_(Tr_Td) U(t)
l_td

(11)

which makes it clear that a reallocation of prof

its from retention to distribution will reduce

the firm's tax payments, provided Td<Tr • Then,

using the definition of n(t} implieo on page 171,

the effects of the split rate system on the stock

holders ' cash flow and the value of the firm may

be determined by inserting (Il) into (6).

According to the imputation system, used e. g. in

France and the United Kingdorn, part of the corpora

tion tax paid by the firm on distributed profits

is regarded as an advance payment on account of

the shareholders' eventual income tax liability.

Shareholders therefore receive a credit in their

income tax assessments for part of th'e tax alreaoy

paid by the corporation.

In order to describe the imputation system in a

general way, it is convenient to introduce a para

meter, <b, representing 'a "rate of tax credit"

given to the shareholders. For the interpretation

of 4> we may note that full compensation to the

shareholders for the corporation tax on dividenas

requires that 4> =T, i. e., the rate of tax credi t

should equal the corporate tax rate. Consequently,

4> <T --as is the cas e for France and the Uni ted

Kingdom-- implies that shareholders are given

credit only for part of the corporation tax.
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According to this system, the dividends received,

U(t), would first be "grossed up" to U(t)/(l-cp),

to represent a corporate pretax income behind the

dividend. U(t)/(l-~) is then interpreted as an

imputed shareholder income, implying an income tax

Iiability of ~ • U(t)/(l-cp). For this amount, how

ever,' shareholders would receive a tax credit of

~ • U(t)/(l-cp), reducing the income tax on the

dividends to (~-cp)U(t)/(l-cp).

After the deduction of from

the dividends paid

U(t)(l-~)/(l-cp) for

by the firm, there remains

the shareho1ders. The firm' s

objective function with due adjustment to the im

putation system therefore becomes

ves) j [(l-'t)U(t)
t=s (l-y~){I-~)

k
- --(t-s)

N(t)]e l-y~ dt (12)

Having introduced the split rate systern through

expression ( Il) and the imputation systern through

expression (12), the ana1ysis may be carried out

in exactly the manner outlined in section 3.

Ruling out --for simp1icity-- the possibi1ity to

defer corporate taxes through accelerated deprecia

tion, capital eost then beeomes

r* kel-n)
[ l-Tr

-y ~ ( l_Tr )J
(13)

The interpretation of (13) is the same as that of

(7). Measures implemented to mitigate double taxa

tion of dividend income, either through an imputa

tion credit systern (~>O) at the shareholder level,
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or through a split rate system (Td<Tr ) at the

corporate level, ceteris paribus, tend to lower

the cost of new issues. Neutrality as to the

firm's choice between new issues and retained earn

ings obviously requires that

d ,;-~ d
T + - (l-T)

l-~

r r
T + y,;(l-T ), (14)

which means that the total tax burden on distri

buted profits, the left-hand side of (14), equals

what may intuitively be regarded as the total tax

burden on retained profits. C1early, fulfillment

of condition (14) may be secured not only through

a reduction in the total tax burden on divirlends,

hut also through an increase in the rate of tax on

capital gains, or on retained profits.

A third way of mi tigating double taxation appears

in Sweden. Putting it generally, Swedish firms are

allowed to deduct against current profits over a

period of w years a fraction a of the amount

raised by issuing new shares. For analytical pur

poses, we sha1l assume that the subsequent savings

in corporate taxes reduce the neea for raising

equity capital through new issues. Precise1y, we

assume that the firm finances a fraction n of its

net investment by new share capital and the tax

savings due to the special deduction. Our iiefini

tion of N(t), the amount of new issues (p. 171)

then changes into

N(t)(l+~)=nPK(t) [I(t)-aK(t)l (15)

where ~ is the present va1ue of corporate tax

savings from a $1 issue of new share capital:
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(15) means then that the firmas capital growth

will be financed by new share capi tal and subse

quent corporate tax savings in proportions n/(l+~)

and n~ / ( l +~ ) • l

tJsing (IS) and assuming as hefore that the rate of

tax depreciation equals the rate of capacity depre

ciation (i.e. b=a), our expressian for capital

cost (cf. equation (7») turns out

r* kn + kel-n)
(l-T}(l-'t)(l+~) (l-T)(l-y't)· (16)

The weight attached to the cost of new share capi

tal now has changeo into n/(l+~), as explained

above.

Tables 2A and 2B illustrate the effects on capital

cost and tax differentials between the corporate

and non-corporate sectors of the various schemes

to mitigate double taxation outlined above. It

should be pointen out, as may he seen from equa

tion (13), that using the imputation credit system

with 4> = 0.33 (as is approximately the case for

France and the United Kingdom) is equivalent to

reducing the rate of corporate tax on distributed

earnings from 50 to 25% (i.e. Tr = 50%, Td = 25%).

Furthermore, 4> = 0.50 has the same effect on capi

tal cost as completely abolishing the corporate

tax on distributed profits (i.e. Tr = 50%,

Td O%). For the understanding of the tables i t

l Note that n/(l+~} + n~/(l+~} n.
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Table 2A. Capital eost and tax differentials hetween the eorporate

and non-eorporate seetors when miti~atin~ double taxation

n = 10 %

t-1arq. Rate of tax eredit (4)) Swedish system
indi- 0:=0.05
vidual

O 0.33 0.50 w=10tax
ra te ( 't) I1r* L1T* L1r* L1T* !J.r* !J.T* L1r* !J.T*

O 10.0 50.0 q.3 4R.3 q.O 47.4 q.7 49.3

30 5.2 23.9 4.5 2l.R 4.2 20.7 4.9 23.0

50 1.7 7.4 1.1 4.R 0.7 1.4 1.4 0.2

60 -0.1 -0.4 -O.R -3.3 -1.1 -4.9 -0.4 -l.R

70 -2.0 -7.4 -2.6 -10.7 -2.7 -12.7 -2.1 -<l.1

80 -3.9 -12.~ -4.0 -10.q -4.9 -19.3 -4.3 -11).0

Note: Capital eost differentials are inrlieated by !J.r*t tax differen-
tials by L1T*. The first eolumn of the table whieh eomes from Table l
is ineluded for eomparison. Special assumptions: see Table l.

Table 2R. Capital eost and tax differentials between the eorporate

and non-eorporate seetors when miti~ating douhle taxation

n = 30 %

Rate of tax eredit (4)) Swedish system
Marq.
inni- 0:=0.05
vioual O 0.33 0.50 w=10
tax
rate ('t) !J.r* !J.T* !J.r* !J.T* !J.r* /iT* /ir* !J.T*

O 10.0 50.0 8.0 44.4 7.0 41.2 9.2 47.9

30 6.3 27.0 4.3 20.9 3.3 17.2 5.3 24.4

50 3.6 13.1 1.0 o.R 0.6 2.7 2.6 10.3

60 2.2 7.1 0.2 0.6 -9.8 -3.7 1.1 4.1

70 0.7 1.9 -1.4 -4.5 -2.3 -9.0 -0.4 -1.2

80 -0.8 -1.8 -2.8 -7.R -3.8 -12.4 -1.9 -4.R

Note: Capital eost differentials are inrlieated by !J.r*t tax differen-
tials by !J.T*.
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must also be noted that ~ = O (the first columns)

corresponds to the classical system of double taxa

tion discussed above. The Swenish scheme, as repre

sented by the last column, finally, inclunes a 5%

deduction against current profi ts of the amounts

raised by new issues for a period of 10 years.

Table 2A assumes n = 10%, Table 2B n = 30%.

Tables 2A and 2B make it c1ear that the alterna

tives discussed above to mi tigate double taxation

do not change the general pattern of tax ann capi

tal cost differentials between the corporate and

non-corporate sectors of the economy, as a1reaoy

demonstrated by Table l. 4> = 0.33, (cf. France ana

the United Kingdom), implies a tax öifferential

ranging from +48% to -17%, when 10% of capital

growth is financen by new issues, ann from +44% to

-8% when n = 30%.

Since the imputation credit system--as well as

the split rate system--is designed to reäuce the

total tax burden on distributed earnings and there

fore, the cost of new issues, the effect on tax

and capital cost differentials will be stronger

the 1arger the share of capital growth financed by

new equity capital. Thus, when n = 10% pl1tting

<P = 0.33 will e1iminate roughly 1/3 of capital

cost and tax differentials for "representative"

shareholders in the 50% b~acKet. Assuming instead,

as in Table 2B, the share of new equity financing

to be 30%, setting 4> = 0.33 will halve tax and

capital cost differentials in the same brackets.

The stimulus to increased reliance on financing by

new share capital hrought about though the imputa-
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Table 3. Relation between costs of new issues and"

retained earnings when mitigatin9 double

taxation

4>

O

0.33

0.50

Swedish systern

r*(n=l)/r*(n=O)

3

2

1.5

2.4

tion credit system and the special Swedish scheme

is illustrated in Table 3. Referring to page 180,

the table indicates the ratios between the (aver

age) costs of new issues and the (average) costs

of retention, on the assumption that the marginal

individual income tax rate of the "representative"

shareholder is 70%.

As explaineö on p. 180 a 5% cost of retained earn

ings would correspond to a 15% cost of new issues

with full double taxation of corporate distribu

tions (4) = O). Putting 4> = 0.33 (cf. the French

and British systems) the eost of new isslles wouln

fall to 10%.

The Swedish system is at present less effective,

implying a cost of new share capital of 12%.1

l According to a recent proposal, a will he raiseo
from 5 to 6% and w from 10 to 15 years. This
implies r*(n=l)/r*(n=O) = 2.2, i.e., a cost of
equity of 11%.
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